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Desert Shield/Storm accelerated the identification of an organizational weakness in the command and control of the medical component of the XVIII Airborne Corps. On 20 December 1991, the XVIII Airborne Commander, approved a reorganization plan which removed the 44th Medical Brigade from 1st COSCOM establishing the 44th Medical Brigade as a separate brigade. This paper will explain why this change was needed in the Corps and analyze the organizational change using accepted management principles. The conclusion suggests that the medical command and control organizational doctrine for the Army at the corps level may need to be modified to obtain some of the advantages of this organizational structure change.
MEDICAL COMMAND IN THE CONTINGENCY FORCE

In 1974, the 44th Medical Brigade was reactivated as part of the XVIII ABN Corps to provide command and control of corps level medical units stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. It was decided that during peacetime the Brigade would be under the command and control of 1st COSCOM with a Medical Service Corps (MSC) colonel as commander. When the Corps fully deployed, however, the 44th would become a separate brigade with a Medical Corps brigadier general replacing the MSC colonel as commander.

Since that time individual units or slices of the Brigade have participated in the military interventions in Grenada and Panama. Also during this period units were assigned to provide emergency humanitarian efforts such as the Cuban refugee problem and the Hurricane Hugo disaster on the island of St. Croix, Virgin Islands. None of these efforts required the full deployment of the Brigade or the assignment of its authorized general officer commander. In 1985 doctrinal revision placed the 44th permanently under the command and control of the 1st COSCOM, even during deployment. Thus, when the Corps and 1st COSCOM deployed to Desert Shield/Storm the 44th went as a subordinate unit of the 1st COSCOM.

The downsizing of the Army and the increase of the importance and capability of the XVIII ABN Corps under the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff's base force concept, coupled with the Army Medical Department's (AMEDD) after action review of Desert Storm
has caused an evolution in the role (what) and purpose (why) of the 44th Medical Brigade. The 44th's role is expanding to include command and control of all medical units assigned to the Corps during peace time regardless of whether or not they are located on Fort Bragg. The purpose is returning to the pre-1985 doctrine where the Brigade is directly responsible to the Corps for medical matters eliminating the 1st COSCOM from the chain of command. To facilitate the increased importance of the Corps and to establish the proper clinical readiness identified as a shortcoming during Desert Storm, a Medical Corps brigadier general will assume command of the 44th Medical Brigade during peacetime.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a historical review of the medical brigade's command evolution and an analysis of the proposed command structure. The paper will show how Desert Shield/Storm accelerated the identification of a weakness in the command and control of the medical component of the XVIII Airborne Corps. This is followed by a layout of current and future organizational doctrine. A discussion is presented explaining why the change is consistent with current accepted management parameters. Using management principles, this discussion will also demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of the decision, recognizing that no organization structure is perfect. The conclusion postulates on the impact this change has on the Army's medical command and control doctrine.
Prior to Desert Shield/Storm the Brigade was composed of a medical supply and maintenance battalion (MEDSOM); a mobile army surgical hospital (MASH); a combat support hospital (CSH); and a separate medical battalion with ground and air evacuation, a medical clearing company, and surgical, veterinary, and preventive medicine detachments. With the exception of a few nurses assigned to the two hospitals, the professional clinical staff was designated through the professional officer filler system (PROFIS) to be activated only upon deployment.

The PROFIS program is the way the AMEDD designates a person not assigned to a field medical unit to fill an authorized position when deployed. The program was originally designed to demonstrate there were sufficient people with the required skills on active duty to meet mobilization needs. The actual assignments are made at all levels of the process using available resources to fill required positions and forwarding unfilled needs and excess resources to the next higher headquarters. Conceptually the system is not designed as a training resource roster and the assignments are made under the assumption that time will be available to review the assignments prior to an actual deployment. The Office of the Surgeon General has final responsibility for compiling the data provided by U.S. Army Health Services Command, 7th Medical Command and 18th Medical Command and publishing a document that places names against authorized spaces.
The PROFIS program is also responsible for providing Medical Corps commanders to replace the peacetime Medical Service Corps commanders of hospitals. The 44th is allocated a Medical Corps brigadier general commander to be identified at time of deployment.3

Even though the 44th provided support to the XVIII ABN Corps, who has a very rapid response mission, the standard PROFIS program, based on the concept that sufficient time would be available to sort out clinical staffing prior to a complete deployment, remained in place. Operation Just Cause was carried out with a very small, pre-selected clinical staff who trained year round with specially designed surgical teams that made up that unique medical package.4 The medical success during Operation Just Cause incorrectly reenforced the PROFIS planning concept for the rest of the Army. When Desert Shield/Storm was executed on a come-as-you-are basis the fallacy in the planning concept became apparent. A come-as-you-are deployment means that there is insufficient time to review pre-planned staffing and equipment prior to departing. Any errors are to be sorted out after deployment.

Since the PROFIS designated commanders are not processed through the normal command selection process, some individuals are placed in command positions who do not meet the established criteria for being a commander. As a result, during Desert Shield/Storm, commanders for two different hospitals who were not prepared for command were relieved within 30 days of assuming
command. It is important to note that no current MEDDAC commanders were sent to command any hospital or unit deployed to Desert Shield/Storm. In another instance the PROFIS commander for a surgical hospital, which calls for a surgeon, was a family practitioner. However, he had deployed with the unit six months earlier on REFORGER 90; so, despite the specialty mismatch, his previous experience and a strong deputy commander made this one of the more successful units in the brigade.

The PROFIS assignments for all the medical units identified for deployment were adjusted as time permitted. The need for adjustments was documented by the post operation General Accounting Office medical study which reported that only 449 of the 778 individuals identified by PROFIS actually deployed with their assigned unit. The PROFIS fillers for Fort Bragg units had a much higher percentage of compliance because history had shown that they would probably have to be actually used to deploy.

In retrospect it appears that the clinical assignments after the initial rush were made with the belief that the deploying forces were only a show of force and combat was not going to occur. As additional proof that the system did not allow for special attention to medical command needs, a brigadier general to command the 44th Medical Brigade was not made available until late November. By this time most of the organization was in place; and, with President Bush threatening to initiate combat within six weeks, the Corps commander declined the nominee.
During the deployment to Desert Shield the 44th Medical Brigade Headquarters found that it had to be in two places at one time. Every ten days a new medical plan was written to provide medical support to the troops preparing to be attacked in Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, extensive preparations were required to receive incoming medical units in a very hostile resource-scarce environment. At the same time, decisions still needed to be made concerning which units to deploy, at what interval and by what means of transport. This was a problem that had a doctrinal solution. The doctrinal solution was to deploy a medical group early with the mission to prepare for and receive incoming units while the brigade completed the deployment package.

The solution, however, was not implementable because no medical group was assigned to the XVIII ABN Corps. The Brigade was forced to split its forces creating unnecessary challenges in both places. The first medical group did not close in country until early November. The only fully functional medical command elements in country as late as the end of October were part of the 44th Brigade Headquarters and one medical battalion. At one point this medical battalion had fifteen subordinate units and the Brigade had an additional twelve. If Iraq had attacked during this period this situation would have created a medical command crisis. The new structural change adds a medical group to the 44th at Fort Bragg which will eliminate this problem in the future.
The 44th Medical Brigade was completely assembled in Saudi Arabia by mid-December. It started Desert Storm with an almost complete doctrinally structured brigade consisting of two groups, four medical battalions, five evacuation hospitals, three MASHs, four CSHs, one MEDSON, a dental company, and a sufficient number of specialized detachments. Except for establishing a forward and rear medical group alignment rather than a side by side medical group alignment, it was fully deployed on the day the war started in keeping with current medical doctrine.

Problems identified in the after action review included inadequate communications equipment; extreme shortage of transportation assets to move hospitals that were never authorized trucks for self movement; and poor information collection from higher headquarters concerning troop locations and aviation data. Despite the fog of war problems, the after action review of the medical brigade's performance was exceptionally positive in relation to supporting the Corps during the historic advance into and subsequent withdrawal from Iraq.12

After several layers of after action reviews, the common theme was that the cost of success in terms of unprogrammed energy and resources was too high. To continue to depend on having essentially four months to build up medical support; using untested and unscreened medical commanders; and operating the brigade headquarters in two locations at one time would be too risky for the XVIII ABN Corps in the future. Therefore, the Corps Surgeon set out with the guidance and support of the Corps
Deputy Commanding General to create an organization that could meet the demands of the XVIII ABN Corps in the future.

The best solution identified was to change the organization and set up a separate medical brigade that would be responsible for all Corps medical units commanded by a Medical Corps brigadier general. A major obstacle was overcome when the Surgeon General of the Army agreed to allow the general officer scheduled for assignment to command Fort Bragg’s new medical center to become the 44th Medical Brigade commander. This agreement was conditional on the Corps Commander’s concurrence. Taking advantage of this unique opportunity, the staffs at Forces Command, Office of the Surgeon General, and the XVIII ABN Corps created a plan to implement a reorganization which would make the medical brigade separate from 1st COSCOM and create a subordinate medical group at Fort Bragg.¹³

ORGANIZATION DOCTRINE

Figures 1 through 3 with narrative descriptions show the current doctrine for organizational structure of a medical brigade, corps support command and a corps. The issue is whether the command and control relationship between the Medical Brigade and the 1st COSCOM and the Corps is best for the XVIII ABN Corps. The XXs placed above some organization blocks designate the number of stars the general officer commanding that organization is authorized.
Under MED FORCE 2000, the medical support doctrinally aligned to a five division corps is as follows: one medical brigade, two medical groups, one medical battalion logistics (fwd), and one veterinary headquarters detachment. Each medical group consists of one evacuation battalion, one mobile surgical hospital (MASH), one area support medical battalion (ASMB), six combat support hospitals (CSH), one dental battalion, one combat stress company (CSC) and various medical detachments according to need and geographic location. Figure 1 depicts the command relationship for a doctrinal medical brigade. This complete organization is assigned to the corps support command (COSCOM) for command and control.

Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Med Bde</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MED GRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DENT BN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in figure 2 current CSS structural concept for a generic corps support command is one support group per division supported and one main support group for the corps rear, a corps material management center, a movement center, and the medical brigade.16 Interesting to note that the personnel and finance groups assigned to the COSCOM in the 1985 doctrine have migrated out of COSCOM and are now organized directly under the Corps as depicted in figure 3. This is germane in that when determining which primary staff section is responsible for planning medical support, many consider it more related to the personnel function (which is now no longer part of COSCOM), than to logistics.

![Figure 2](image.png)

The Corps structure displayed in figure 3 is designed around its mission with the number of divisions and size of corps support units varying accordingly. The XVIII ABN Corps is currently organized with the following major units; five
divisions, a headquarters brigade, signal brigade, an aviation
brigade, an engineer brigade, a military police brigade, a
personnel group, a military intelligence brigade, a finance
group, a corps artillery command, and a corps support command.\textsuperscript{17}
Comparing Figure 2 and 3 shows that the medical brigade is the
only organization commanded by a general officer in the Corps
which does not report directly to the Corps Headquarters.

**Figure 3**

**MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION**

Most management experts on organizational structure will
agree that there is no such thing as an ideal organizational
structure or that any organizational structure is ever entirely
One of the most overlooked principles in constructing an organization is that the structure must not only facilitate performance but must also cater to the needs of the individuals and groups that work within the designated structure. Given these basic principles, it is very important to understand that before changing an organization's structure three management axioms on change must be considered.

First, change is not based on how well the organization is doing its assigned role; because, it may be doing the wrong role very well. Secondly, change should be based on whether or not the organization should be doing the assigned role. The final axiom is that change should be undertaken regardless of the first two if the existing structure is untenable in the foreseeable circumstances in which the organization must operate.

As previously described, the 44th was extremely successful in Desert Shield/Storm because the initial problems with the strength of key clinical leaders and communication shortfalls were worked through or around. While the formal (organizational structure) relationship with 1st COSCOM was being questioned at the brigade level, the relationship on a personal basis remained positive. Leaders at all levels had taken the steps necessary to make both COSCOM and the 44th capable of completing the assigned mission. Therefore, the proposed organization change was in compliance with the first axiom. The attempt to make an organizational change was not being based on current performance.
The second axiom used to evaluate whether organization change should be undertaken is whether or not the organization should be doing its assigned role. The following discussion examines the proposed change's impact on the role of the three organizations involved: the Brigade, COSCOM, and the Corps Headquarters. This discussion will show that the change, as described, is clearly an outcome of role examination.

The Brigade's role was limited to the medical units at Fort Bragg. Those XVIII ABN Corps medical units located at other corps installations did not have any tie to the Medical Brigade during peacetime. This created a situation where medical readiness at the battalion and hospital level on other installations was being supervised by non-medical supervisors because there were no higher level medical command units available at each installation. The Brigade did not have a solid role in the clinical PROFIS assignments nor did it or the Corps Surgeon's office possess any clout to effect quality control on the assignment process. While these shortcomings reflected negatively on the overall Corps performance they did not reflect on the peacetime performance of the Brigade since they were not part of the assigned peacetime role. The conclusion was that the overall role assigned to the brigade during peacetime was limited and below its doctrinal level of purpose.
The need for 1st COSCOM to perform the role of command and control of the Brigade was examined to determine if it was appropriate. The original assignment of the Brigade to 1st COSCOM was based on three concepts: the span of control of the Corps was too large; medical service is a combat service support function and medical units should be commanded by the CSS headquarters; and the medical community believed that they could receive better support if they were a member of COSCOM as opposed to a COSCOM customer. Close examination of the role COSCOM provided in this context revealed that COSCOM did not have to perform this role.

According to the Corps Deputy Commanding General adding the Medical Brigade to the Corps' span of control was not a problem. This opinion was based on the idea that a unit commanded by a general officer was essentially self manageable and that the Corps had more available expertise than COSCOM to add value to the Brigade's performance. While medical support was classified as a combat service support (CSS) function, the CSS role of a COSCOM (as was determined for finance and personnel) was not interrelated with the medical CSS mission. As identified in the COSCOM organization doctrine review (Figures 2 & 3), many contended that medical support was more closely related to the personnel function than the logistics function.

COSCOM was, and still is, responsible for providing equipment to the Medical Brigade because resources requested for medical
units in the Army planning, programming, budgeting and execution system (PPBES) process were with the understanding that COSCOM would provide them. The 1st COSCOM commander during Desert Shield/Storm stated that he had made sacrifices to support the Medical Brigade with COSCOM equipment in accordance with the resource agreement. He would not have voluntarily done this if the 44th had not been part of his command responsibility. The question to be answered in the future is whether COSCOM commanders will continue to support fully the medical community even if it does take sacrifices.

From a Corps perspective, the 1st COSCOM was assigned a role and mission that was more appropriately the Corps Commander’s. In effect the COSCOM was given responsibility for the health of the command. Therefore, the Corps Commander depends on the Corps Surgeon to monitor this valuable function and if problems develop he holds the COSCOM commander responsible. However, the COSCOM commander has only a small medical advisory staff which is authorized as part of the Medical Brigade, not COSCOM, to exercise his responsibility. Many management theorists would conclude that this is responsibility without proper expert authority.

The last hurdle in the decision matrix is whether or not the existing organization structure is untenable in the expected future environment in which it must operate. Current predictions are that the XVIII ABN Corps must be able to deploy as a corps on
very short notice to resolve a regional conflict anywhere in the world. The previous build up time and a gradual deployment schedule can no longer be considered as a planning factor. The medical organization responsible for XVIII ABN Corps’ medical support must be able to deploy in a no-notice situation; coordinate and integrate medical units located throughout the Corps and the Army in the deployment package; provide the Corps competent, fully-staffed medical units capable of providing quality care on the first day of arrival; and insure a qualified command structure exists to support the deployed medical units. The current structure of the Medical Brigade does not allow this to be accomplished in an effective and efficient manner; therefore, the current structure is untenable in the foreseeable future.

Given this conclusion, the only remaining step is to determine what organization command structure will best serve the XVIII ABN Corps Corps’ medical assets in the future. The organizational chart shown in Figure 4 depicts the Medical Brigade’s relationship to the other separate commands in accordance with the XVIII ABN Corps commander’s decision.

Figure 5 shows how the 44th Medical Brigade’s structure changes to add Corps medical units not stationed on Fort Bragg; and also adds a subordinate medical group.
(Garrison and other peacetime corps units are deleted)

Figure 4

Figure 5
ADVANTAGES

The biggest advantage to the XVIII Airborne Corps is that this creates a medical command organization that will be more likely to meet the role identified for it within the Corps in the future. In addition, by making this commitment the Corps has obtained resources now dedicated to improving medical readiness that otherwise may not have been made available. Specifically, the assignment of a Medical Corps general officer brings more benefits, such as greater clinical staff interest in combat medicine, not realized with a Medical Service Corps brigade commander.

Currently, the career path leading to promotion to general officer in the Medical Corps is not related to field units and combat medicine type assignments. Now, with a Medical Corps general in the XVIII ABN Corps, a physician will find it advantageous to add to his resume the command of a TO&E hospital. MEDDAC commanders will know that someone with potential impact on their next promotion is reviewing the clinical staff designated as PROFIS to the Corps' hospitals. With the decreasing emphasis on Europe and the increased importance of the XVIII ABN Corps it is easy to predict that this command position will become very influential.

Another advantage to this restructuring is that the Corps receives a medical group as an additional command headquarters element. Now, with the separation from 1st COSCOM, the Brigade can rightfully claim that it adds value to the
supervision process for Corps medical units located on and off Fort Bragg. Prior to this, other installations could always claim that their CSS commander or garrison commander could do as good a job as non-medical commanders at COSCOM. This argument is no longer valid and, in return, organizational readiness should be improved. The establishment of the medical group gives the Corps a rapidly deployable senior medical headquarters element to prevent the problem identified during Desert Shield where the Brigade had to function in two locations at one time. The new organizational structure will provide the opportunity to more easily assume the enhanced demanding role required to support the new XVIII ABN Corps.

The new separate brigade organization, with its Medical Corps general officer, as commander caters to the needs of the individuals and groups that make up the Brigade better than the old did under 1st COSCOM. A senior level role model with clinical as well as leadership credibility is now available who is dedicated to the preparation of preserving life in time of war. This was not possible in the old system. The past Brigade commanders were in reality caretakers scheduled to step aside for a Medical Corps general officer in time of war. Neither these MSC commanders nor the COSCOM commanders could be complete role models for young physicians.

The senior staff officers at the Brigade were normally senior majors or junior lieutenant colonels and rarely filled by ex-battalion commanders. Under the new organization, these
officers will be senior lieutenant colonels who most likely will have served as battalion commanders. The chief of staff will be a colonel who has probably just completed command. Clearly the level of expertise and sophistication will rise due to organization structure. This enhanced environment will better meet the needs and aspirations of its members, as well as provide a much broader support base for the assigned units.

The 1st COSCOM benefits from the new organization because its span of control is reduced. During Desert Shield/Storm the 1st COSCOM grew to over 24,000 troops with a third of them being medical personnel. During this period, they only had one medical staff officer, a MSC major. The impact is that the unit with which COSCOM had the least expertise and, therefore, the most anxiety will no longer be a part of its mission. In management terms, its multi-functional purpose has been streamlined and is no longer cluttered with a completely dissimilar unit. In military terms, it is no longer responsible for the health of the command which is a mission they were never trained or resourced to assume. That responsibility is now rightfully returned to the Corps commander.

The final advantages gained are those associated with the generic characteristics of a product-driven organizational structure (medical) as compared to a multi-functional organizational structure (COSCOM). The advantages of a product-driven organization are: the product becomes the central focus; decision making tends to be faster and more effective;
responsibilities are more clearly defined; performance is more easily assessed; and the overall organization is better suited to function in a dynamic environment. This last advantage is most important when your role is to operate in a combat environment.

DISADVANTAGES

Accepting the concept that there is no ideal organizational structure for any given purpose, the following disadvantages are identified as inherent in this new organization. They are identified to insure management is sensitive to the new structure's potential shortcomings. Once recognized, it will take the appropriate amount of extra time and effort to keep any one or combination of these issues from becoming obstacles to the organization's success.

The Army Medical Department (AMEDD) will lose the full time services to peacetime patient care of one of its few general officers. Under the new agreement, the medical general officer at Fort Bragg will be dual hatted as the Brigade Commander and the Director of Health Services for Fort Bragg. As the Director of Health Services he will supervise the medical corps colonel in command of the medical center.

The U.S. Army Logistics Center has been a strong ally of the medical community on resource issues in the combat zone. Part of this support was based on the fact that if the medical units were part of the logistics family then support for medical resources in the combat zone was support for the logistical function. Now
that the medical units are not part of COSCOM, this sets up a situation where the logistical function and the medical function will be competing against each other for resources in the PPBES process. In the past, PPBES compromises on resource purchases of medical transportation and general support equipment were reduced based on agreements that the COSCOM would provide the resources as needed. This agreement was partially guaranteed because it was part of the COSCOM mission so there was really no other choice. The separation of the Brigade from COSCOM takes away the agreement guarantee.

From the Corps Headquarters perspective, the new structure will create a few new problems. First, the headquarters increases its immediate span of control with the Deputy Corps Commanding General assuming the additional responsibility for supervising the Medical Brigade. The organization trauma to people and systems created by the change in COSCOM, the Brigade, and Corps Headquarters will cause temporary inefficiencies during the reorganization period. The Corps will also have to absorb the higher costs of housing and maintaining an additional command organization on Fort Bragg. This system will again make the XVIII ABN Corps different from the other corps in the Army; and being different can cause intangible costs from jealousy to staffing confusion.

The Medical Brigade and the Medical Group will have to work harder to coordinate combat service support services from COSCOM. Staff familiarity with medical-unique requirements will fade with
personnel rotations. It will clearly be Brigade and Group responsibilities to insure resource needs are prepositioned early on in COSCOM’s decision and planning cycle.57

CONCLUSION

Applying this structural change in the medical command and control for the XVIII ABN Corps to doctrine for the rest of the Army is not a clear-cut endeavor. There is only one medical brigade in the active duty structure, therefore, the other corps will not have a medical brigade available.54 At present no other corps has a no-notice mission to deploy so there is sufficient time to be clinically fleshed out after notice of an impending deployment. The three remaining corps in the base force are authorized a medical group as the medical command and control headquarters. The current role and mission of a medical group is administrative, therefore, the Medical Service Corps colonel authorized by doctrine to command a medical group is properly suited for the mission. The actions taken by the XVIII ABN Corps indicate that serious consideration should be given to changing the alignment of the medical brigade once deployed to the theater. Additional studies are needed to determine if the medical and combat service support doctrine should be modified, as it has been with personnel and finance, to remove the medical forces from CSS organizations in echelons above divisions.
This bold, innovative decision is without parallel in modern military medical history. The outcome certainly supports the premise that structure decisions are better if based on the role and purpose of the organization in concert with the needs of the individuals and groups that will make up the proposed unit. One cannot lose sight of the vision and willingness to act on the part of the Army's Surgeon General and the Deputy Corps Commander to be able to propose and implement this change. LTG Luck, the XVIII ABN Corps Commander, made a dynamic decision that will have positive effect on the medical care available to his troops and which may never be fully appreciated until the after action review of the next Corps deployment to war.
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